Urban vs. Rural? What makes genuinely rural
mobility solutions and why are they necessary?

Jenny Milne
I live and Breathe Rural
Freelance at JLM, founder of the Scottish Rural and Transport Convention and Community (#SRITC)
Part Time PhD Student – University of Aberdeen, Rural MaaS
Part Time Farmer
Holiday Cottage Owner and Mum
We are all here because we are either passionate, frustrated or learning about rural transport/mobility

• We all have different definitions of rural and urban – Australia v UK
• No a competition v urban as need to be a partnership not siloed approach.

Urban v
Rural

Urban

Rural

Data

Ample/plentiful

Lacking e.g. emissions,
movements

Tech

Ample/plentiful

Behind e.g roll out RTI

Subsidy

Over £70ppn

Around £30ppn

Risk (view)

Low

high

Return on Investment
(perceived)

High

Low

Digital Connectivity

Average to high

Low to average

Demography/employment

High density

Low density

Urban Choices for last and first Mile – what do we currently have in rural areas?

Source: Karim D (2010) Revealing True Human mobility mobility pattern using smart data available at
https://www.slideshare.net/totul91?utm_campaign=profiletracking&utm_medium=sssite&utm_source=ssslideview

Scotland’s Landscape
•

Rural is defined by the Scottish Government on travel by car and time

•

98% of Scottish land mass is rural

•

20% of the population lives in rural areas which are growing faster than
urban areas and contribute 25% to GDP

•

Car dominates but 10-15% of the rural population are without a license

•

Mixed population – eclectic mix
• Visitors – traditionally, UK and overseas
• Employment; fruit picking and tourism attracts traditionally overseas
workers
• Seasonal – peaks and troughs
• Second Home owners – 3,829 in the Highlands, Highest area with Argyll
and Bute second;
• Ranked 6th on empty homes 6months or more
• Ranked 1st on empty homes 12months or more
• Commuting – London, Edinburgh, Glasgow and indeed America.
• Home working – micro businesses, internet connectivity

Scotland’s Landscape
• De-urbanization post COVID?
• Average house price
• Industries have diversified and modernized
•

Connectivity

•

Remote Rural Bill proposed

•

The Islands act (2018) – improving outcomes for Islands, meeting their needs
and empowering communities. A National Islands Plan has been developed
with Stakeholder Engagement completed, and a key theme was that of
transport and mobility.

So what makes genuine rural mobility solutions?
($64m question)

Has rural transport changed in the last twenty years or is it the same old?
I’d argue it has evolved
• Digital and information
• Growth in car ownership/status/transport poverty
• Vehicles types
• Expectations
• Funding models
• Priorities
• Travel patterns
• Lifestyle (home deliveries, house prices, industry)
• First and last miles
• Hitch hiking – safety/mobility gaps
• User needs/bottom up approach
The list can (and does) go on

Cairngorms National Park
Case Study
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Change

What’s the
solution for rural
mobility?

•

There needs political buy-in AND changes to legislation which ultimately would
aid achieving policy objectives. We also need those working in urban areas or
developing urban products, to stop trying to make one size fits all.

•

Let rural people plan and be involved; be that co-create/design

•

Collaborate, don’t silo – departments, policy or people

•

Stop the fascination on business models and how government will fund rural
areas and the Islands – ROI, social and economic development

•

Funding and subsidy are always seen as the blocker but have we got the right
approach? What needs to change?

Persistence
•

Factors affecting mobility have changed /evolved so it is a highly complex
interwoven web.

Collaboration/sharing
USP
•

Rural areas are uniquely different and that’s the attraction to all those living and
coming to the area. It’s the USP – Unique Selling Point.

•

Remember - Rural areas are very innovative – Sat nav from farming in Canada;
COVID deliveries and changes to business models to survive.

No magic wand but I feel the last five months has brought rural together

What I am doing….
• Founder of the Scottish Rural and Island Transport Convention
and Community (www.ruralmobility.scot) - Cafes (BYOC)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open Conversation at Cafes (BYOC)
Virtual Cafes, sharing practices/case studies internationally
Year 3 of the Convention 7th and 9th October 2020 930-1300hrs UK time
Collaboration
Bottom up, wide ranging stakeholders
Working closely with projects such as MAMBA, SMARTA etc

• What can we do together?
•
•
•

Stop replication of the same work and share
Aid mindset change that rural can and does offer ROI
Make rural mobility, economic development a success

Does Mobility have a
Future in Rural Areas?

Yes
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